Virtualization with VMware vSphere
BTI enables you to Virtualize, Simplify and Save with VMware vSphere
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Virtualization is a powerful technology that enables you to reduce and consolidate your physical hardware
requirements, improve your network, create agility and scalability for IT, and serve as a foundation for a true
software-defined data center.
Most servers operate at less than 15 percent of capacity, leading to server sprawl and complexity. Server
virtualization addresses these inefficiencies by allowing multiple operating systems to run on a single physical
server as virtual machines, each with access to the underlying server's computing resources.
But virtualizing one or two servers is just the beginning. The next step is to aggregate a server cluster into a single
consolidated resource – which improves overall efficiency and reduces cost. Server virtualization also enables
faster workload deployment, increased application performance, and higher availability. Furthermore, as
operations get automated, IT becomes simpler to manage and less costly to own and operate.

BTI enables IT professionals to
deliver value through consistent
management purpose-built for
virtual data centers.

Benefits of Deploying vSphere

 vSphere reduces IT expenses for
manpower, electricity, and software and
hardware maintenance.

VMware vSphere is designed for
your business, to help you build
virtual infrastructure, deploy
virtual applications, consolidate
data centers, and deliver reliable
services and apps with consistent
management.

 vSphere enables your IT team to turn up new
servers, desktops, and applications in a fraction of
the time they otherwise would need.
 vSphere can reduce downtime, improve
business continuity and backup
processes, extend the life of older
applications, and improve system
performance across the network and
Internet.

Contact BTI for a free vSphere
Virtualization Assessment and
reports on the configuration,
performance, and capacity of your
IT infrastructure.
1800 Help BTI or 1800 435-7284 or
email: marketing@btigroup.com
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